1. Introduction. -Light scattered by local director fluctuations of an aligned nematic liquid crystal (NLC) yields information about the viscoelastic properties of that crystal [1, 2, 3] . In this paper we describe light scattering experiments on OHMBBA, which produce data about the splay/twist elastic ratio and the splay and the twist viscoelastic ratios.
To our knowledge no viscosity data have been published so far. However, we were able to compare values for the elastic constants with those obtained from measurements of Freedericksz transitions [4] .
OHMBBA (o-hydroxy-p-methoxybenzylidene-p'-butylaniline) has the following molecular structure :
Its nematic range is from TSN = 44 °C to TN, = 64.6 °C at 1 atm.
The splay/twist viscoelastic ratios were obtained from the line broadening of the scattered laser light, caused by orientational fluctuations of the director [5] .
These ratios were determined as a function of temperature in the entire nematic range and at 1 atm.
pressure. In addition it seemed worthwhile to study the dependence of these ratios on orientational order, since the literature data on this subject are ambiguous [6, 7] . From our measurements we could also determine the total scattering cross section, from which in turn we found the splay/twist curvature elastic constants. These ratios were also determined from noise measurements done in the mixture region, where a mixture of splay and twist distortion fluctuations can be observed. In this region the splay/twist mixture component dominates over the pure splay and pure twist component. In the so-called mixture mode the splay/twist mixture component is at its maximum at a specific scattering angle, 0~;~, which can be determined Since Omix is a function of well-known optical parameters and the splay/twist elastic ratio, the latter can be determined by measuring 0~;~. In the theory of light scattering in nematics it is tacitly assumed that the sample dimensions are very large with respect to the wavelength of light In this paper, however, the dimensions of the scattering volume are taken to be finite.
Article published online by EDP Sciences and available at http://dx.doi.org/10.1051/jphys:01982004302041100 2. Experimental arrangement for the investigation of scattered light. - The experimental arrangement, shown in figure 1, is a normal homodyne self-beat set-up, which is strictly the same as that used by van Eck et al. [8] . See [9] . Therefore the equipartition theorem holds for every degree of freedom. In our case, according to the configuration of figure 2 where q,, = 0 because q 1 no, the variance becomes [1] :
where and where a = 1, 2 according to the orthonormal base (el, e2, e3). K1 and K2 correspond to the Frank elastic constants associated with splay and twist respectively. The term kB is the Boltzmann constant, T the temperature and V' the sample volume.
The differential scattering cross section per solid angle can be written in terms of the auto-correlation function A as follows [10] :
Hence if we put the results of (10) and (11) into (5) we have :
where the indices a = 1, 2 refer to the base (e,, e2, e3). Note that this base depends on km. As a consequence the summation symbols in equation (13) [2] . The spectrum of the scattered electric field consists of two Lorentzians, ~e. one due to the splay deformation and the other to the twist deformation. In our configuration (see Fig. 2 ) we shall not measure the bend deformation, but only the splay and twist deformation [2] . Therefore The spectrum also consists of a fast mode term [1] .
This fast mode is associated with a diffusion of vorticity. The half-bandwidth u. ,,, however, is of the order of 109 s-' and the contribution of the fast mode is much smaller than that of the slow mode, so we can neglect this term.
From equation (17) [13] . The Orsay-group [1] From investigations on MBBA [14] and DIBAB [15] it is concluded that a3 is very small compared to fib and yi. Therefore f/ 1 ~ f/2. From our experiments we derive the ratios ~1/~1, f/21K2 and K1/K2. Hence from these data we are able to determine the ratio f/ll f/2 and compare this with equation (22 [19] . The elastic as well as the viscosity constants also depend on the order parameter S. Several authors [19] [20] [21] Results reported by several authors [6, 7, 14, 22] let us consider a phenomenological relation for the twist viscosity coefficient :
The exponential factor is quite a usual one for normal or isotropic liquids [23] . The energy term c(S) is the so-called activation energy for one particle. We can assume that e(S) is proportional to S according to the mean field theory [24] , i.e. ~(S) = co S [7] . In spite of this, several authors [6, 14] [8] showed that this occurred for scattering angles of less than 3 0. To be convinced that in a homodyne set-up the results are not influenced by any heterodyne mixing effects one can compare these results with the results from a pure heterodyne set-up. Because the bandwidth of a pure homodyne spectrum must differ from the bandwidth of the heterodyne spectrum by a factor 2 one is able to assess the purity of the homodyne spectrum. We did this by making use of the same heterodyne set-up as was used and described by van Eck and Zijlstra [2] (cf. Figs. 3 and 4 of [2] ). We found figure 4 . In our configuration (cf Fig. 2 [25, 26] are defined in equation (15) . We choose to plot J because it is linear with (G i -G2, as follows from ( 17) and from Gi + G2 2 1, i.e.
2)
, frJl This relation has been verified experimentally as shown in figure 6 , but it has not been verified for a few points where (G 1 -G1) goes to -1. The reason for this is that at small scattering angles the scattered light is detected with unscattered light.
If one considers J as a function of G1 -G 2 it follows from equation (25) (22) . Investigations of the order and temperature dependence of ill and r~2 were carried out as suggested in 3. 2. 2 using experimental data for axg, K1 and K 2 from Leenhouts [18, 19] . Because [18] . We get 80 = 0.22 eV, while from the mean field theory [24] it follows that 80 = 0.2 eV, so these results are in rather good agreement.
As was pointed out in section 3.2.1 the splay viscosity should be written as a combination of viscosity terms. On the other hand, there is no theoretical analysis available from which we can predict how r~ 1 will behave as a function of temperature or of order. Figure 9 f shows, however, that this dependence is the same as that found for r~2 but not at temperatures close to the nematic isotropic transition temperature.
S . 2 ELASTICITY. - Figure 7 shows that the data for the splay/twist elastic ratio obtained from the angular distribution of the scattered light and those obtained from the mixture mode agree within the accuracy of the measurements. Data obtained from Freedericksz transitions [19] , however, are about 10 %-20 % lower than our values. This systematic difference was also observed for other nematics such as N4 and DIBAB [25, 27] . At [19] 
